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WSU professor travels to Iraq 
Dr. I Jam Anderson spent ton H neks in Iraq addin 
also written a book concerning the future of Iraq. 
Gamnget4@wrigW-edu 
rollowing a trip to Iraq, Assistant 
Professor Liam Anderson said the 
country is filled with mass chaos and 
holds only the distant idea of a stable 
democracy. 
To resolve the war on Iraq, Ander-
son said he believes the United States 
has two options. "They need to either 
send a lot more troops in and impose 
order on Iraq and force their will on the 
people to get the place stable, or they 
need to get them all out," he said. 
"We're in the middle somewhere. We 
have a large presence that seems to be 
provoking a lot of the violence. There 
are not enough troops in there to 
impose order on Iraq." 
"There is nothing like having eyes 
and hands on, and his expertise is a 
tremendous help both to the students at 
Wright State and the community as a 
whole," said Donna Schlagheck, chair 
knowledge of the subject Anderson has 
of the political science department. 
With more and more Anerican 
soldiers killed, many Americans are 
left wondering whether or not the 
Iraqis are welcoming the troops with 
open arms. "Most of the Iraqis are 
happy that Saddam is gone, so they're 
grateful at some level that U.S. and 
British soldiers were there to do that," 
said Anderson. "Quite a lot of them 
understand that if British and U.S. 
troops were to pull out right now it 
would be very very dangerous, very 
volatile, very chaotic, but they don't 
like the presence of the troops. They 
are just seen as a necessary evil." 
Although the likelihood of democ-
racy is close to zero right now. Ander-
son said he thinks the way to build a 
democracy and cease some of the 
chaos in Iraq is to create a legitimate 
government that is seen as representa-
tive of the whole by the Iraqi people. 
Schlagheck said that with 2004 
being a presidential election year, there 
are two main issues on the minds of 
citizens. "Two issues that Americans 
are concerned with arc the economy 
an the war in Iraq," she said. "It is a 
tremendous help to have his expertise 
both through the publication of his 
book and also his recent trip to Iraa to 
give the community the knowledge it 
needs." 
As Congress is currently contem-
plating the possibility of reinstating the 
draft, Anderson said that he doesn't 
think it will ever be passed. "If it goes 
through we will find out how many 
people really want this war." he said. "I 
am not in favor of the draft. I don't 
"Quite a lot of them under-
stand that if British and 
U.S. troops were to pull out 
right now it would be very 
very dangerous, very 
volatile, very chaotic, but 
they don V like the presence 
of the troops. They are just 
seen as a necessary evil." 
-Liam Anderson 
want to sec more Americans die for 
this." 
Due to Anderson's book focusing 
on the future of Iraq and his trip to see 
first hand what was happening, the 
political science department added a 
new class for the Summer 2004 term, 
which Anderson will be teaching that 
deals with Iraq. 
"With the book and trip together, 
we had to add the class." said 
Schlagheck. "It was something that stu-
dents must be interested in because the 
class quickly closed." 
Campus 
attempts to 
prevent 
computer 
worms 
Phi Coins 
CoSnŝ 8@wrigiiLedu 
With the emergence of the 
Sasser worm, WSU is taking steps 
in preventing further spread both of 
this computer worm and others like 
To counter Internet threats such 
as the Sasser worm, the university 
offers a comprehensive course in 
Internet security. Titled CEG 429 
Internet Security, the course acts as 
a primer on security issues that 
arise from computer networks. 
Course material includes node and 
service authentication, address 
spoofing, hijacking, smurfing and 
routing tricks. 
Like its precursors, this new 
strain of the Sasser worm induced 
the crash and rebooting of several 
computer systems. However, get-
ting rid of the worm is not quite as 
difficult, said Prabhaker Matcti. 
professor of computer science and 
engineering and course instructor 
for the Internet security class. "The 
differences between the different 
versions of Sasser are minor. 
Names of programs it invokes have 
changed, the port number it uses 
have changed." 
"The Sasser is actually 'too 
dumb.' AH the security software 
companies and Microsoft have 
removal programs that you can 
download." said Matcti. "This 
download may have to be done on a 
different machine, because the 
worm causes it to crash repeatedly 
"Worm" continued on page 5 
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Ruby Brutes, author of "Through my eyes " did a reading from her text at Might State V campus. 
CORRECTIONS 
In Issue 27 two corrections 
are needed. 
First, in the story "Student 
organizes protest of U.S. flag," the 
first paragraph should read that the 
flag was fragmented. 
Secondly, in the photographs 
depicting the May Daze events, two 
photographs on page 9 should say 
Fairborn Police not Campus Police. 
Theft 
May 11: Officers respond lo a 
call that six textbooks were stolen 
from Fawcett Hall 
May 11: Two wallets were 
stolen out of a room in Oleman 
Hall 
May 13: A cell phone and keys 
were stolen from a table at Union 
Market 
Accident/Illness 
May 12: Person suffering from 
alcohol poisoning was vomiting in 
front of the 
elevators in Millett Hall 
Drug Abuse 
May 14: Students caught smok-
ing marijuana at Springwood Lane 
apartments 
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Students manage education debt 
Man Dapore 
iAipn«B5@might.edu 
Wright Financia. an in 
2003 to help stuck nts tnana^ ;cy 
issues since so mai.v students graduate 
with debt. 
"[Wright Financial Path) is a 
unique program developed by students 
and run by students for students," said 
William Wood, instructor and financial 
services program coordinator. Student 
counselors are trained by the Consumer 
Credit Counseling Services, and stu-
dents who want assistance with their 
finances can learn about budgeting, 
credit terms and conditions, credit 
reports, how to manage credit ratings 
and debt management. 
"I have about S6.000 in debt 
from student loans and S2.000 from 
credit cards." said Amy Lafferty, a 
music major who is about to graduate 
this spring. According to CNN Money. 
Lafferty's debt is low, since on average 
undergraduate debt totals SI8.900. Laf-
ferty said most of her debt comes from 
buying essentials like books for school 
and music supplies. 
As graduates begin new 
careers, one way to make paying bills 
less difficult is to pay bills online. 
Right now Lafferty likes the assurance 
of paper. 
"Having J the bill] in my hand 
reminds me to do it." lor some though, 
the convenience is worth it. especially 
if there isn't much time to send a bill in 
the mail. "I pay some bills online and 
pay for my cell phone bill over the 
phone." said Amy Carstcn. senior orga-
nizational communication major. 
"I pay my cell phone bill 
online." said Mike Lggleton. senior 
urban affairs major. 
According to CNN/Money, 
new grads need to avoid marketing 
pitches. Lafferty. Carstcn and Eggleton 
have all taken necessary measures. 
"Don't go to the mall, and know what 
you need to get before you go to the 
grocery." Lafferty said. "If you really 
want something, it's better to save up 
for it than pay with credit cards that 
just earn interest. When I go out shop-
ping. I think 'Do I really need this? Or 
could 1 just pay off a bill with this 
money?'" said Carstcn. 
"If I don't have it. then I can't 
spend it - simple enough, so I haven't 
bought new clothes in like two years." 
Lggleton said. 
With new careers and bigger 
paychecks on the horizon, some grads 
arc prepared to change their ways. "I 
plan on accumulating more towards 
savings. I've already started saving for 
retirement," Carsten said. 
Colleges adopt to the updated SAT test 
Linda Jones, a student at If SIis practicing to better her test score. 
D New test gives a 
more valid meas-
ure of student apti-
tude 
PW Coins 
Cofas58@wri^rtedu 
There is now a ncv S AT being 
given to high school students that 
emphasizes advanced math and reading 
comprehension. The new S AT is 
becoming the updated measuring stick 
"I think it's a good idea. 
Spice things up a little 
bit. Challenge the kids 
instead of making them 
feel dumber." 
- Ryan Butsch 
of academic aptitude in many colleges. 
According to the Princeton Review, 
a majority of colleges shall stipulate a 
score from at least the writing segment 
of the new SAT. Thus, the incoming 
students, particularly of the 2006 class, 
are faced with a question: If so many 
colleges are concentrating on the new 
SAT. then why should anyone take the 
old one? 
The heightened student stress 
level stemming from the arrival of the 
new SAT has not escaped the scrutiny 
of faculty or administrative staff. Penn 
State Director of Communications and 
Customer Services for Undergraduate 
Admissions Patrick Smith said. "It's 
just raised the fear level tremendously." 
"Universities are now stating 
whether or not they will require stu-
dents to have the writing portion. State 
schools in Ohio who have announced 
they will require it are Miami. Ohio 
State, Univ ersity of Cincinnati and 
Ohio University." said Cathy Davis, 
director of Wright State's office of 
admissions. 
It will still be a while before 
the new SAT sees the light of a class-
room. Davis said, "The new writing 
portion of the SAT will go into effect 
for students who are applying for col-
leges for fall '06." The new SAT w ill 
also be introduced incrementally. ".A . u 
is a new initiative, schools could be 
changing as the process is clarified and 
some of the first tests take place." 
Davis said. 
WSU freshmen have offered 
somewhat mixed opinions on the new 
SAT. Freshman Julie Kibickic said. "I 
think the new test could more accurate-
ly measure verbal and communication 
abilities, as opposed to multi-choice 
questions." 
WSU student Ryan Butsch 
said, "I think it's a good idea. Spice 
things up a little bit. Challenge the kids 
instead of making them feel dumber." 
Freshman Andrea Cox, on the 
other hand, feels the opposite, "They 
already got enough stuff on the stan-
dardized test." she said. 
Jason Lee goes one step fur-
ther. asserting that the exam contributes 
to the disenfranchisement of potential 
black students. "I think they're trying to 
discourage African Americans from 
going to college," he said. 
Addressing the considerable 
volume of student apprehension, Davis 
said. "I think there is always concern 
when a new element arises to the 
admissions process. Some believe that 
the admissions process is becoming too 
complicated and is a hardship for fami-
lies. Is it a fair process? All these ques-
tions will need to be addressed as SAT 
moves forward," Davis said. 
• www.TheGuardianOnline.com 
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Price remains to increase on gasoline 
• Gasolii es 
soar on a n il 
level 
Crenshaw 
OenshawJj@wri£^it«hj 
Gas prices have once again hit 
a record high, reaching over $2.00 a 
gallon. A patron at the local BP in Cen-
"It has to do a little with the 
situation in Iraq. Also, it is 
a competing thing." 
-Jim Marshall 
terville was totally disgusted with the 
fact that he now pays S41.00 dollars to 
f i l l his Ford Explorer. 
BP employee Jim Marshall 
said. "I t has to do a little with the situa-
tion in Iraq; because they are a substan-
tial supplier o f oi l . things are a little on 
edge." Marshall added. "Also it is a 
competing thing. I f the price across the 
street at Marathon is SI.50 a gallon 
then we would try to be lower, but in 
situations as this one. i f they asking for 
S2.05 a gallon, then we can charge 
high like them and get more customers 
based on credibil i ty alone." 
MSN reports that gas prices 
can be high from a ruptured pipeline or 
even Venezuelan strike. Neil Ciamson, 
an energy economist with the Environ-
mental Investigation Agency, warns 
that even higher prices may stil l be 
coming. "We have some way at the 
pump to reflect higher spot prices." he 
said. "How much higher is hard to say 
because after Labor Day, demand starts 
fal l ing off. and imports could start to 
come in." 
According to MSN. there is a 
ripple effect wi th gas prices. The aver-
age price in Phoenix is now $2.10 a 
gallon, compared with SI.70 nationally, 
according to GasBuddy.com. 
mr a 
© . ms? © 
I plus^rnrnhfremium m 
Jenny ZeigUr, early child education major, pays S2.05for gas at a station on Colonel Glenn Htvy 
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Women voters choose Democratic leaders 
M Gap between vot-
ers cause an 
increase it len 
voting for )C-
rats 
Daporc5@mightedu 
A gender gap has been growing 
among voters in recent decades as 
women have increasingly been choos-
ing democratic candidates. With the 
Bush administration's war troubles and 
slow economy, WSU women are no 
different and are leaning towards \ ot-
ing for Keny. 
Becky Gaskill. a freshman 
mass communication major, is a regis-
tered voter who considers herself a 
democrat. She plans to vote for Kerry 
in her hometown because of where he-
stands on the abortion issue and gay 
rights. "He's not totally for these things 
"It just depends on the 
issues, and the war is an 
issue." 
-Amy Beets 
but not totally against them; just any-
thing against Bush is better," said 
Gaskill. "I don't like the way the war is 
going - just the way they're treating the 
prisoners in Iraq." 
WSU students have difficulty 
finding summer employement 
Many college students use 
the summer as a time to work hard 
and save money for the school year. 
According to CNN, 37 percent of 
teens will be employed this summer. 
This number is up from last year's 
36.5 percent but way down from pre-
vious years when 80-90 percent of 
teens worked in the summer. 
WSU students have mixed 
opinions about the summer job mar-
ket. Freshman Shannon Jolly sug-
gests that the reason for teen 
employment rates being low is 
because they may have worked all 
through high school, saved up their 
money and want to spend the sum-
mer having fun. 
Sophmorc Ashley White 
feels that the teen job market is low 
due to competition. "When all the 
college students go home for the 
summer they have to work. Parents 
arc not cool with them just laying 
around the house. Not only that, but 
remember the graduating college stu-
dent. They are more qualified fc* the 
jobs that some people try to get. 
Once they get out of school and they 
can't find a job in the field, then they 
must find work somewhere." 
Junior Kristy Vale is an 
employee at Meijer and said, "Due to 
the summer coming up, many people 
have come in to ask if we arc hiring 
or to speak to managers about 
employment. Employment is becom-
ing scarce and not just here (at Mei-
jer] but period. Everyone wants a job 
from retired people, to colleg. stu-
dents, to high school students, to 
unemployed [peoplej. 
CNN states that the situation looks 
to get worse before it gets any better. 
775-5537 
First-time voter Amy Beets, a 
freshman clinical laboratory science 
major, said she doesn't really consider 
herself a Democrat or Republican. "I'm 
not set one way or the other," Beets 
said. "It just depends on the issues, and 
the war is an issue." 
Beets doesn't know for sure 
whom she will vote for, "because I still 
have unanswered questions." In a per-
fect world Beets would like to sit down 
with each candidate and get.an unbi-
ased perspective. However, all she can 
do now is lean toward Kerry because, 
"The war has been drug out too far and 
has gotten out of hand." 
"One big thing is the war - it's 
big on my list, and the economy's not 
good," said Rashidat Shittu, clinical 
psychology graduate student. "What I 
like about Kerry is that he's been out-
spoken, seems like a people person, 
and he can talk about war because he 
has a better understanding since he pre-
viously served in war," said Shittu. 
who plans to vote in Xenia. 
According to Business Week, 
voting patterns have reversed sharply, 
with far more women supporting 
democrats and men voting republican. 
The increase in the ranks of working 
women, the rise of feminism and 
women's concern over social issues 
like abortion rights all seem to con-
tribute, but a decline in marriage and 
its effect on the relative economic for-
tunes of a majority of women seem to 
be pushing them to the left, according 
to a new study that will appear in "The 
Quarterly Journal of Economics". 
Parents may have an influence 
too. "My mom's a liberal democrat," 
said Gaskill. 
www.theguardianonline.com 
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PLACE AN AD H 
Worm" continued from page 
soon after each reboot. The down-
loaded removal program should be 
copied into a removable media 
drive such as a USB drive and 
brought to the victim machine," he 
said. 
As for measures that WSU com-
puter users could employ to avoid 
worm, a network firewall can be 
used to block unused ports and pre-
vent the spread, said Mateti. "XP 
includes such a firewall, but 
enabling it can make legitimate use 
of the PC harder," he said. 
University Orthopaedics 
& Sports Medicine 
A Department of Wright State University and 
University Medical Services Association, Inc. 
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Richard T. Laughlin, MD 
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Foot and Ankle 
Reconstruction Fractures 
Spine 
Fractures 
Correction of Spine Deformities 
Lower Back Pain 
Sports Medicine and 
General Orthopaedics 
Podiatry 
For referrals go to Student Health or contact us directly. 
208-2091 30 E. Apple Street, Suite 5250 At Miami Valley Hospital 
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El "ORIAL 
U.S. ^ ;ouldn't 
Make Excuses 
The WSU community 
has joined a national 
debate sparked by the Abu 
Ghraib photos and the 
beheading of Nicholas 
Berg. The corridors, class-
rooms and web message 
boards at Wright State are 
brimming with renewed 
discourse over U.S. policy 
in Iraq. 
A common argument on 
campus is that we needn't 
preoccupy ourselves with 
the actions of a few mis-
guided soldiers in an Iraqi 
prison when Al-Qaeda is 
beheading innocent Amer-
icans. 
The United States can-
not be absolved of its own 
human rights violations 
because someone else's 
method is much nastier. 
Since it's birth, this coun-
try has touted itself as the 
champion and sole protec-
tor of liberty, and consis-
tently urged other nations 
to follow its example. 
America cannot salvage 
its reputation through fin-
ger pointing. 
Americans would not 
tolerate such excuses 
from any other nation. It's 
time the United States 
held itself to the same 
standard that it's long 
expected from the interna-
tional community. 
Submit your 
Letter to the Editor 
to 
Valerie Lough 
vlough@siscom.net 
jo'pini m o n 
Two Sides to Every Story 
UNamian 
kfn21cjb@netoroxon • 
Across the world people are dying: 
for war, for peace, for God, for free-
dom. But. what is war, what is peace, 
who is God and what is freedom? 
These questions all have different 
answers, depending on who is asked. To 
an American, freedom means the right 
to vote or the right to speak freely with-
out fear of persecution. Have we, as 
Americans, ever stopped to think what 
these answers may be to an Iraqi or a 
Palestinian or an Israeli? For an Iraqi, 
maybe their idea of peace is to be able 
to walk down the street without hearing 
gunfire or bombing in the distance. 
Maybe freedom for a Palestinian means 
being able to eat dinner with your fami-
ly without an Israeli soldier invading 
your home in search of a terrorist. An 
Israeli's idea of peace may be riding a 
bus without the fear of another passen-
ger having a bomb strapped to their 
chest. Do any of us know what it feels 
like to walk in the shoes of any of these 
people? No. Why? Because we have 
grown up in the United States of Amer-
ica, the Home of the Free and the Land 
of the Brave. 
Do we know what it feels like to 
have another country invade ours and 
claim it as their own? To force us all to 
live in small villages with little food 
and water? However, we do know how 
to judge the actions of other nations 
because we do not understand their 
mentality. We know how to call other 
people terrorists because they arc dying 
for what they believe is right. It is easy 
to forget that in some regions of the 
world, our very own President is con-
sidered a more dangerous terrorist than 
we consider Bin Laden. 
However, we don't open our minds 
to the whole picture, instead we look at 
it tue way the media wants us to and we 
condemn anyone who does not share 
our beliefs. Maybe we should take a 
minute to walk in the shoes of our ene-
mies and see the problem through a dif-
ferent set of eyes. Maybe then we can 
spare the lives of thousands of human 
beings. Maybe then people like 
"in some regions of the 
world, our very own Presi-
dent is considered a more 
dangerous terrorist than 
we consider Bin Laden." 
Nicholas Berg would be at home with 
their families instead of dying for 
someone else's mistake. After all, we 
are all God's people and we all deserve 
the chance to experience peace and 
freedom, however we may perceive that 
to be. 
Flag desecration is patriotism 
niy«rL90@m&£edu 
In response to Robert Sumser's cut 
up flag in the window of Millett Hall, I 
have one thing to say, "Good for you!" 
What could be a more clear and power-
ful expression of diai iste for the current 
behavior of our government? Obvious-
ly, your message is out. If people want 
to lodge a protest on the sidewalk and 
get the media involved, that is just 
peachy with me. I am thrilled that Ms. 
Hosier is appalled, because she is 
bringing all that attention with her. Let 
the world know that all people here in 
Ohio are not on board with this war. 
Mr. Sumser, I am proud of you for tak-
ing a stand. 
Desecration of the flag is a civil lib-
erty. It is covered under our 1st Amend-
ment right to Free Speech, and is of the 
strictest protected class of Free Speech. 
It is political, symbolic speech. It is 
extremely powerful and I would be 
horrified if anyone even considered 
taking it away. It is not at all compara-
ble to the Swastika or to the Ten Com-
mandments being posted. Those are 
entirely separate issues. The Swastika 
is hate speech, and is meant to intimi-
date, and offered little or oio protection 
"If we do not stand up 
against abuses by our own 
government, then we are 
just as much to blame." 
by our Constitution. The Ten Com-
mandments arc njt actually a free 
speech issue at all, but a free exercise 
and establishment clause issue. Anyone 
is welcome to post the Ten Command-
ments on their own private property, 
but not where the government is 
involved. That would be favoring reli-
gion. Let's not lose sight of the issue 
here by pointing the finger at things 
that inflame crowds at their mere men-
tion. The desecration of the flag does 
not incite violence or intimidate races. 
It incites political feelings of national-
ism or disdain for one's country. There 
is no comparison. 
Some say that the flag is federal 
property and therefore subject to feder-
al regulation, this is ludicrous. The flag 
stands for Freedom, so I or Mr. Sumser 
should be allowed to cut it up or burn it 
if that's what we choose to do. That's 
what it's all about. A protest against 
flag desecration is a protest against 
Free Speech itself, but you know what? 
Ms. Hosier is also welcome to i t 
because that is her right. Bring it on. 
The more attention brought to the issue 
the better! 
Professor Sumser is not a traitor, he 
is a patriot and I salute him. He makes 
a stand for all of us who think this war 
in Iraq is a travesty. If we do not stand 
up against abuses by our own govern-
ment, then we are just as much to 
blame. We were given this liberty for a 
reason, and there is no shame in exer-
cising it. 
www.TheGuardianOnline.com 
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LE i R TO THE EDITOR 
Bravo for Dr. Su.iser's protest 
which powerfully and . irdlessly 
symbolizes the Broken A merican 
Dream! Broken by torture, rape, 
sexual assaults, murder, etc. by the 
Military prison guards at Abu 
Ghraib prison in Iraq. 
Broken by the loss of jobs in the 
US while corporations send multi-
tudes of jobs overseas to countries 
where the pay is laughable, thus 
bumping up company profits: an 
obscene two-for-one-deal for cor-
porations; not to mention that many 
don't pay any taxes here in the US. 
Broken by neglecting the needs 
of the military and their families. 
Ms. Hosier's logic seems faulty. 
She apparently believes that being 
close to WPAFB precludes citizens' 
constitutional right of protest. What 
docs this portend for our Constitu-
tion and Bill of Rights? 
Finally, it is quite interesting that 
Ms. Hosier chooses to <cnd her 
protest to Hannitv and O'Reilly, 
both not known as supporters of 
our Bill of Rights when it disagrees 
with what the right wing professes. 
Way to go. Dr. Sumser, your 
symbolism is far better than mere 
words! And though 1 disagree total-
ly with Ms. Hosier's position.! sup-
port her right to protest the protest. 
After all, we do live in America! 
Maddi Breslin 
maddi.bres@sbcglobal.net 
Dr. Sumser was quoted as 
saying, "I don't support the 
war. 1 don't support the troops. 
I support the Iraqi's right to 
resist American occupation." 
By vilifying United States 
involvement, what Dr. Sumser 
seems to support is a return to 
the former Iraqi regime. This 
brutal dictatorship, headed by 
Saddam Hussein, robbed the 
Iraqi people of their basic 
rights through systematic 
atrocities. Arc these the princi-
ples that Dr. Sumser is 
attempting to preserve through 
his protests? 
Dr. Sumser has tarnished 
the memory of all Americans 
killed in action and his degra-
dation of the American flat 
only denigrates the reputation 
of this institution. I fail to see 
how Wright State can continue 
to subsidize Dr. Sumser's mal-
content. by not insisting the 
flag pieces be removed. 
Exercising free speech is 
every Americans' right, 
afforded to us by the First 
Amendment. I could only hope 
that next time Dr. Sumser dis-
plays some amount of integrity 
and probity when implement-
ing this right. 
Kevin Pick 
Junior. Political Science 
The lawyer who argued in favor of 
segregation in the famous Brown v. 
Board of Education case was recently 
quoted by National Public Radio as 
saying. "Thank God we lost that case." 
It's comforting to know that the country 
has progressed far enough that even 
that lawyer now admits he made a mis-
take. At the time, though, the Brown v. 
Board decision was extremely contro-
versial. Opponents decried it, not only 
because they found it morally wrong, 
but becausc activist judges were ignor-
ing the will of the majority. 
May 17th, 2004. wasn't only the 50th 
anniversary of the Brown v. Board deci-
sion-it was also the day the first legal 
same-sex marriages tocic place in 
America. That's extremely controversial 
now. Opponents of gay marriage decry 
it, not only because they find it morally 
wrong, but because activist judges arc 
ignoring the will of the majority. 
In 50 years, the country will have 
progressed further still, and America 
will celebrate the integration of civil 
marriage just as it now celebrates the 
integration of schools. On May 17th, 
2054. perhaps your grandchildren will 
ask you which side of the famous gay 
marriage controversy you favored. Per-
haps you'll be able to tell them that you 
spoke out in favor if equality and inte-
gration. Or perhaps you'll simply say, 
"Thank God my side lost." 
Seth Chalmer 
sethchalmer@hotmail.com 
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US freedoms 
Justin Barbarino 
Senior. Mass Corm* locations 
I am extremely pleased that Dr. Sumser is taking a 
stand for what he believes in. However, due to the 
recent campaign that Ms. Hosier has started, I don't 
doubt for one second that Sumser will need some 
help from other faculty members, students and other 
Americans to help him realize that he is not alone in 
his views on free speech and politics (though, from 
personal experience, I know how desolate and devoid 
of free thought this campus can feel). 
Dr. Sumser is a wonderful individual who is not 
afraid to encourage free thought in his students and 
fellow Americans. He is one of the few faculty mem-
bers here at WSU who docs not put his political 
views aside just becausc he is a professor at a univer-
sity. 
Whether you believe in destruction of the flag or 
not, as Americans, we should all believe in our fellow 
citizens' right to act out their right to free speech in 
any way they choose to do so. Just bccausc someone 
does not like what you have to say, doesn't mean that 
your right to say it should be restricted. Furthermore, 
what docs close proximity to WPAFB have to do with 
anything that someone chooses to say? Just because 
we arc right next door to an Air Force base does not 
mean that we should have to walk on our tiptoes and 
forget that we have the right to think for ourselves. 
And what is all of this talk about "setting up guide-
line about controversial displays?" What about the 
fundamentalist Christian preachers that spew out 
hours of nonsensical babble on the Quad? It never 
fails. I get verbally accosted by one of these psychos 
every spring. Do I run to the Ohio Attorney General 
and WSU Board of Trustees to complain? No. While 
I do not agree with anything these guys say, I still 
support their right to free speech. It seems to me that 
Dr. Sumscr*s right should be honored as well. 
I think it is important that we bask in our history as 
a country founded on free speech and stand up for 
someone who is now under fire for peacefully taking 
a stance on the war and our current government. Just 
because his views on the government and the current 
blunder in Iraq aren't those of the status quo. doesn't 
mean that Dr. Sumser should have to accept criticism 
and negativity for using one of the last remaining—but 
slowly vanishing—Constitutional rights that we have: 
free speech. He shouldn't be penalized; he should be 
applauded. At least he gives a damn about what is 
going on with our nation. 
But now, bccausc we arc at war with another 
nation, that right is slowly being taken away by 
instances such as this. To quote the outspoken politi-
cal activist Jello Biafra, "Ever notice how the more 
rights people get over there, the more rights we lose 
here?" Situations like these increase the likelihood for 
the government to take away rights because no one 
stands up to present an opposing view to the status 
quo. It has happened during every recent war: the 
American public is so preoccupied with the war that 
they forget about the freedoms we are told our troops 
arc protecting. 
We, as American citizcns, have an obligation to 
stand up and be heard. If our voices are not raised in 
times such as these we could soon be digging yet 
another grave... this time the tombstone will read: 
"Here Lies Free Speech... RIP." 
w w w . t h e g u a r * d i a n o n l i n e . c o m 
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Mc** the face behind the voice 
< "hris Arneson, 2nd year uiulcn;raJuutc student. 
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By Michelle Ditto 
ditto.2@writfit.edu 
Do you kno> how to protcct your-
self from a zombie? 
Chris Arneson 
Geek Culture in the Morning 
(8-11 AM Tuesdays) 
If not. you may want to tune into 
Geek Culture in the Morning with 
WWSU DJ Chris Arneson. "[WWSU 
DJ] Jason Frisbie and 1 have this public 
service announcement idea we are 
kicking around." Arneson said. "It's all 
about how to protect your self from a 
zombie." 
Zombie protection? 
"Well, if you arc trying to protect 
yourself from a zombie, you need to 
aim for the head. Never put your-
self in stupid situations, like show-
ering. rolling around in blood. 
dancing in the street or any vulner-
able activity," Arneson said. 
And definitely don't try to rea-
son with a zombie. It won't work. 
Arneson's early morning show 
plays independent and punk rock. 
"It's so much rock you'll have to 
cat it out of a cereal bowl," Arne-
son said. 
"I also talk about comics in my 
a little device called the Insultanator. 
"It was like a ninety cent toy that I 
found at The Village Discount Store," 
Lockhart said. "All it did was make up 
insults," he said. 
"You could scroll through adverbs or 
adjectives on each button and then 
make a complete sentence." Frisbie 
said. An example insult could sound 
something like "you stinky sweaty 
wheel." he added. "It's a bit of a legend 
here," Frisbie added. 
Topics on Pool Party Radio range 
from what bands are playing at Boga-
rt's to discussing Dayton's local music 
scene. "We would talk about bands like 
Oxymoronatron and My Latex Brain," 
Frisbie said. 
"Music and music shows are all 
about community and bringing people 
together." Frisbie said. "We try to con-
vey that on our show." he added. 
show, which is callcd Geek Culture 
in the Morning Breakfast Implo-
sion," he said. "1 talk about video 
games and amongst other 'gecky' 
things." he said. 
Pool Party Radio 
Jason Frisbie and John Lockhart 
host a show callcd Pool Party Radio. 
One of the trademarks of their show 
Teenaged Wasteland 
Kevin Moss 
(2-5 PM Mondays) 
"I became a DJ here because 1 want-
ed to hear what me and my friends 
were listening to." DJ Kevin Moss said. 
"I wanted to give people a c hoice; 
here's what corporate radio is offering 
you: the same 8 songs all day. 
and here is what I am offering 
you: three hours of brand new 
music." Moss said. 
Moss plays modern and 
independent rock on his show. 
"I try to keep a laid back show 
and filter out all the BS of 
your average radio program." 
Moss added. 
"The FM stations are satu-
rated with these schmucks 
who have been using the same 
Lewinsky jokes for years," he 
said. "Can't say I blame them 
though...they're good guys 
but are forced to work for 
mindless stations." 
Extrav aganza (2-5 PM Tuesdays), had 
words of advice for those who would 
like to become involved in WWSU 
when he said that DJs "need to be able 
to improvise, be outgoing and have a 
good knowledge of music." 
Big C Top 20 Countdown 
Courtney Day 
(Fridays II AM-1 PM) 
"Working at the radio station 
has helped mc craft my art and 
learn how to be a professional in 
all I do." DJ Courtney Day said. "I also 
became a DJ because I wanted to use 
my voice to do something other than 
trying to woo the girls." Day said. 
Day's format is a Top 20 show for 
Dayton's hip-hop and R&B scene. "In 
addition to having my show here at the 
station, 1 do promotions for Z-93." he 
added. 
"To be honest. I feel I am the be..t 
DJ in Ohio until I get my voice heard 
nationally." Day said. 
Want to be a WWSU DJ? 
i Matt Hughes, station manager and 
host of Mav and Frog's Punk Rock 
Jastm Frisbie, 2nd year English major. 
DJ's in Training: 
• Attend first Wednesday meeting of 
the quarter 
• Sign up for training classes 
• Shadow a current DJ for one hour a 
week during the quarter 
• Have own 3 hour show after a 
quarter of training 
Once a person becomes a DJ, they 
will also be introduced to sports broad-
casting. news writing, production, pro-
motions and underwriting, among other 
activities. Hughes said. 
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MBA students revamp church learning center 
Michell Rymannvkz (age 9) and his friend Thomas Talbert (age 11). pick out their prosfor their 
aciuevement points. 
project even started...it was amazing 
how quickly it all came together." she 
added. 
Marketing manager Lana Grable 
said that the parts of the original paint 
on the wall had been peeling, and that 
"the room looks much cleaner and 
lighter...it looks much better." 
After the unveiling of the new 
design, attendants could help them-
selves to a hot fudge sundae. "1 think 
the new room is prettier," said Eliza-
beth Talbert, a member of the 
AVVANA program. Talbert also said 
that she enjoyed eating her hot fudge 
sundae. 
"It was a whole group effort," 
Grable said. "It was a good memory, 
and it was nice to know that 1 have 
done something good." Grable added. 
The Challenge 
The students were given a budget 
of 300 dollars to redecorate and 
redesign the learning center of the 
basement of the church, where stu-
dents in the AWANA (Approved 
Workman Are Not Ashamed) progs t 
participate in activities, as well as a 
place where children church services 
are held. 
"There was a lot of preplanning 
The Final Product 
The scene begins with Sparky in 
Skipperland Park going to Hikerland 
Forest and ends up with Sparky going 
to Climber land Mountain." I licks 
•said. Each scene on the wall depicts 
an aspect of the AWANA story. 
"It was a fantastic team effort." 
Hicks said. "All of the aspects of the 
project were taken care of before the Terry Hicks, project manager, nitli Sparky the firefly. 
The Sheep 
Sridhar Srmachu and Parimal Dandehar take part in the 
after ceremony at the ice-cream social held at Reun 
Meadows Baptist I hurch. 
"Our team decided to take this one 
because it was a non-profit organiza-
tion; it was also for kids." Srmacha 
added. "We were able to take all that 
we've learned, like how to divide 
work among team members and 
everything that a project like this 
entails, and apply it here." Srmacha 
said. 
There was one person, or 
shall we say, animal, that 
refused to be erased from the 
original design on the wall. 
After the walls had been 
scrubbed, the paint and primer 
applied, a stubborn outline of a 
sheep that had been painted on 
the wall before decided it liked 
its home on the wall. 
"The sheep surprised us." 
Srmacha said. "For two weeks, 
we kept saying 'The sheep 
lives!' Every one of us tried to 
paint over the sheep, but it 
would not go away." he said. 
They tried to figure out who had 
painted the sheep since the sheep was 
not part of the AWANA story. 
The students used the project man-
agement skills they learned from their 
classes at WSU and decided to work 
the sheep into the new look of the 
room. 
By Michclle Ditto 
ditto.2@wright.edu 
286 hours of sweat and S24 
later, the room was finished. 
This room, a learning center loe«. 
ed in the basement of Rcan Meadow 
Baptist Church, located at 44 * Wilm-
ington Pike in Kettering, had not been 
painted in nearly ten years. The apple 
tree that had been painted on the wall 
in 1994 was in dire need of a face lift. 
It was a task that a group of WSU 
MBA students took on with enthusi-
asm. "This was a great way for us to 
get real world experience, to use the 
skills we've learned at WSU," said 
team member Sridhar Srmacha. 
involved." said Terry Hicks, project 
manager. "Each student was given a 
management position for this project." 
Micks said. 
Roles included managing aspects of 
marketing, researching the amount of 
aim that was involved, keeping track 
f the finances and researching the 
..mall mold problem that was discov-
ered when the project began. 
Hicks also added that the paint on 
the wall can be covered in the case 
that it needs to be renovated in the 
future. 
The Scene 
The scene painted on the wall by 
WSU students had an educational 
theme that incorporated the AWANA 
story and utilized the use of 
Sparky, an educational tool 
used in the AWANA program. 
"The Sparks program is part 
of the AWANA program, which 
emphasizes the memorization 
of scripture, of God's word to 
make an impact in the lives of 
young people." Pastor Terry 
McGrancr said. 
Not only is Sparky a puppet, 
he is a firefly. "The idea there 
is the light from the firefly will 
give them direction." McGraner 
said. 
& 
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Who will be the next Miss Black WSU? 
Michelle Ditto 
ditto.2@wright.edu 
It's time to break out t 
Back for its eleventh year, the ss 
Black WSU Pageant is . -idy to 
showcase the talent and beauty that 
black WSU women have to offer. 
The Pageant 
Nina Scroggins, the current Miss 
Black WSU, said that this year's pag-
eant will begin with an opening scene 
where the contestants will enter the T-
shaped stage dressed in similar outfits 
and perform a dance number. 
"It's a scene to get the audience 
acquainted with the contestants." 
Scroggins said. 
After the opening scene, the pag-
eant will move onto the business 
scene. "In this part of the pageant 
they will come out in their business 
gear; then there will be a short inter-
mission act," Scroggins added. 
Scroggins said that after the inter-
mission act that there will be the 
"real you" scene, where the contest-
ant will pick an outfit that best 
describes her personality and will 
walk the runway. 
Following that scene will come the 
talent portion of the competition. 
Some of the talents that will be pre-
sented include a show with puppets 
and a mimed liturgical dance. 
"I've been doing liturgical dancing 
for about six years," said contestant 
Shalay Diehl. "But I'll be adding the 
white face paint for this perform-
ance." she said. 
Another contestant, junior psychol-
ogy major Tiana Lee. will present 
poetry as her talent. "My favorite 
poet is Maya Angelou," she said. "I 
really like her poem "Phenomenal 
Woman."' she said. 
And it wouldn't be a pageant with-
out the infamous evening wear por-
tions and the question and answer 
round. Scroggins said that each lady 
will be asked a different question so 
they can be judged individually. 
The Duties of Miss Black WSU 
Scroggins said that Miss Black 
Wright State has to participate in stu-
dent organizations on campus, partici-
pate in events with the Black Student 
Union and other events within the 
university. 
"1 worked avily with the Black 
Student Union my 
first two quarters," 
Scroggins said. Some 
of the events she 
worked on included 
the Fall Jamboree and 
Black History Month. 
She also assisted in 
putting together pro-
grams which involved 
group speakers. Just 
recently she partici-
pated as a student 
panelist when Har-
vard professor Lani 
Ciuinier came to 
speak about Affirma-
tive Action. 
Scroggins said that 
eligible students must 
have freshman to 
non-graduating senior 
status. " This is the 
first year xc have 
opened the pageant to 
freshman," Scroggins 
said. 
Women who would 
like to participate in 
the Miss Black WSU 
Pageant next year can 
pick up a packet in the 
Nina Scmgfpns, current Miss Black WSU 
Black Student Union, the House 
of Representatives office or the 
Bolinga Center around February. 
Contestants for Miss Black 
WSU must be in good academic 
standing and be active members in 
the WSU community, Scroggins 
said. 
"We would definitely like to 
see a change in the Miss Black 
WSU pageant as far as the number 
of people who participate. We 
would like to work in conjunction 
with other offices at WSU to make 
the pageant more accessible to 
students," Scroggins said. 
luina IM, Junior Psychology major. Miss Black 
If 51' contestant 
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Mystic Stars: weekly horoscope 
lit Lashu 
knight 
(KRI) 
May 17-May 23,2004 
®r 
I,.. 1 Gemini (May 21-June 21 
| j romantic ideals, l-njoy qui 
arius (Jan. 21-Feb. I*»). Romance is a lop priority, i )ver the next two weeks, 
lovers or potential mates to resolve recent family triangles and firmly com-
mit to present-day relationships. Passions and expectations will be high. Remain 
open to sudden invitations and press for concrete promises. At present, loved ones may 
need to reveal their ongoing needs and long-term intentions. Friday through Sunday, 
physical energy may he low. Pamper the body, if possible, and get extra rest 
— Pisces (Feb. 20-March 2(1). Home-based business opportunities will bring power-
ful rewards. Before Thursday, listen closely to the ideas and unique proposals of 
loved ones. Private discussions will soon inspire creative partnerships For many 
Pisceans a secondary source of income may arrive before mid-June If so. watch for com-
plicated and highly rewarding legal agreements to require detailed negotiations After Sat-
urday, rest and study Financial records Accuracy is key. 
Aries (March 21-April 20) hniotional security and revised home roles are strong 
themes over the next s<\ days. Before midweek, expect loved ones to opt for fami-
ly expansion, fast financial changes or solid romantic promises. Passions will be 
deeply felt. Remain flexible and discuss all new ideas. Thursday through Saturday also 
highlight fast job revisions and rapid workplace changes. Authority figures will fail to 
provide lull details. Ask for extra time and respond honestly to unrealistic requests. 
I ^ Taurus (April 21-Mav 20). Over lite next 12 days, friends and lovers may be 
moody or briefly unresponsive. Gently press for details At present, delicate roman-
tic or home issues may need to be" debated. Late Tuesday, marks the beginning of 
two weeks of fast business messages and new job proposals. Close colleagues may ask for 
special consideration concerning team projects, seniority or leadership. Don't hesitate. Co-
irkers will be influenced by your actions and opinions. 
I). Someone close ma w ish to review old promises or past 
et moments of nostalgia and let loved ones express their 
•tnung weeks, intimai y. social trust and family acceptance w ill bring 
powerful gains to key relationships. Thursday through Sunday, vivid dream images and 
sudden flashes of wisdom are accented. Group relations or strained social loyalties may 
be central themes. Remain alert. 
OCTfc Cancer (June 22-July 22). Yesterday's financial documents or business records 
lePCa may be vital to daily workplace success. Over the next few days, carefully finalize 
all outstanding details, contracts and partnerships. Some Cancerians may be asked 
to adopt a leadership role. Don't disappoint. Your ideas will soon be proven valid. After 
Friday, romantic proposals and new invitations may be postponed or briefly reversed. If 
so, expect complex social triangles by early next week. 
I.eo (July 23-Aug. 22). Seductive invitations will prove distracting over the next 
nine days. A past lover, old friend or colleague may reappear ami offer delightful 
romantic overtures. Long-term promises, however, may be unreliable Fnjoy pri-
ate compliments but carefully consider new commitments. Friday through Sunday, loved 
ines may ask for extensive records of family finances, payments or new purchases, 
iespond quickly. A close relative may be feeling neglected or misunderstood. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22). Family gatherings may be unusually dramatic. After 
"ucsday, loved ones will challenge new ideas, group alliances oi " icndships. Take 
none of it personally. Over the next two weeks, private differences and subtle com-
ments are best left unexplored. Thursday through Saturday, a younger colleague may-
abandon a key business project or dissolve a vital partnership. Authority figures will 
expect quick solutions. Don't wait for complex instructions. 
C i I Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Long-term relationships will experience two weeks of 
I - I - I decision and revised planning Expect detailed ultimatums before midweek. Pas-
sionate requests or home renovations may also be on the agenda. Loved ones need 
to witness your loyalty and continuing support. Don't avoid difficult discussions. After 
Thursday, business promises or job assignments may be unexpectedly reversed. If so. col-
leagues will rely on outdated methods. Stay alert to minor financial errors. 
|—r— Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) 1 arly this week, a close friend may probe for personal 
1 1 # information. New romantic attractions, social introductions or planned events are 
accented. Be forthcoming. In the coming weeks, new relationships will be easily-
established and emotionally rewarding. After midweek, a disgruntled official may-
announce a return to yesterday's business procedures. Loyalty to the past may soon com-
plicate workplace ethics. Remain dedicated to legal requirements and all will be well, 
Q — , Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dcc. 21) Older colleagues or officials will request your busi-
M B H ness skills and social expertise. Although new job titles or career promises are 
exciting, positive financial rewards will arrive after June 22. Carefully study all 
legal documents and ask for clearly defined contracts. After Friday, rest anil discuss travel 
or romantic plans with loved ones. Someone close may need to experience deeper intima-
cy. added cultural awareness or social creativity. New ideas will be welcomed 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Loved ones may be unusually focused on forgotten 
promises or canceled plans. Let others resolve their own internal conflicts or family 
regrets. At present, complex relationships arc best avoided. Remain patient and 
ffl 
QE 
expect social and romantic trust to mcrci 
ness commitments and revised workplac 
troversial ideas and worthwhile projects 
sc before mid-June. Later this week, new busi-
rules may be mildly draining. Realize that con 
fill require extra time for development. 
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Battery Jump 
Air for a flat 
A gallon of gas if 
you run out on a 
campus roadway. 
Parking and Transportation at 775-2528 
between flam and 8pm Monday thru Thursday 
and 8am thru 3pm on Friday. 1 
After these hours, for a jump ONLY, contact the 
WSU Police Department at 775-2111 
r 
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South Pacific, a love story in wartime 
Melinda Arnett 
arnett.19 
A group of han >• on in 
sailors' uniforms Jance to a 
song entitled "There hin' Like a 
Dame." whi, - the audicn ' cheers and 
claps in dcligiu Rodgers and Mam-
merstein's South Pacific sets off with 
a splash at Wright State University. 
A Love Story in Wartime 
The play takes place during the 
second World War and is set on an 
island somewhere in the South Pacif-
ic. It follows the love affair between a 
young, beautiful nurse in the Navy. 
Ensign Nellie Forbush and a wealthy 
older Frenchman. Emile De Becque. 
Nellie and Emile are in love, but the 
difference in their ages and culture 
(she's from Little Rock. Arkansas) 
and some of the elements of his past, 
such as his two children by a Pelo-
ponnesian woman, get in the way of 
what should be a smooth and easy 
romance. 
The play basically follows the ups 
and downs of their romance with sev-
eral secondary elements, including the 
war, a romance between an American 
and a native girl of the island and the 
shenanigans of the navy boys and the 
flock of nurses. 
The subtext of the play, which is 
worth mentioning because of its cur-
rent importance, is the issue of 
racism. The play confronts the issue 
of race in sexual relations. One of the 
most powerful songs of the play is 
entitled "You've Got to Be Carefully 
Taught." And what you've got to be 
carefully taught, is hov. to hate. 
The Presentation 
Wright State's presentation of this 
classic talc of happiness and romance 
was excellent. The choreography and 
the music were superb. Liz Wheeler, a 
junior musical theatre major from 
Niles. Ohio, was charming as the 
main heroine, Nellie. Joining her was 
Seth Chalmcr. a senior musical theatre 
major from Montpelier. Vermont who 
played Emile. While the chemistry 
between Wheeler and Chalmer was 
not as powerful as it could have been, 
they did a fantastic job in carrying the 
story through, and their duets were 
powerful and appealing. 
Two of the most amusing charac-
ters of the play were Bloody Mary, 
played by Annie Pcsch, and Luther 
Billis. played by Adam Rihacek. 
Annie Pcsch is a senior acting major 
fr.»m Dayton, Ohio, and she was hilar-
ious as Bloody Mary, who is a native 
io the island and the woman with all 
the connections. Adam Rihacek is a 
junior acting major from Perrysburg, 
Ohio, and he is excellent as the slight-
ly effeminate and always comical. 
Luther Billis. Billis is a navy man 
with a knack for causing trouble and 
rousing more than a few good laughs 
from the audience. 
Probably the best scene in the play 
was between Rihacek's and Wheeler's 
characters as they performed the final 
musical number of the Thanksgiving 
show on the island for the enlisted 
men. This number involved a little 
cross dressing where Rihacek wore a 
hula skirt and a coconut bra. 
South Pacific is showing until May 
30th. It's well worth seeing and a 
night of guaranteed fun. 
NVSU IX-partment of Theartre. Dance & Motion Pictures 
SOUTH PACIFIC 
Rack Row: Ashley Itanium, HJ. Ilippenstcel, Sicholas lerina 
Middle Row: Patrick Bell, Stephen Thompson, Adam Rihacek, (hancey Jenkins 
Front Row: Richard Jarret, Kyle Reagan 
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State? 
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EVENT CALENDAR IVMimma 
Dear Mamma Souffle, 
I think my girlfriend is cheating on me. We've been going out all 
school year. She's a freshman here at Wright State, and I'm a sopho-
more. We were hot and heavy in the beginning of the year, but for the 
last few weeks she's been avoiding me. We'll make a date to go out 
on Friday night, and then she'll break it, claiming that she has home-
work to do. Homework? On a Friday night" 1 don't think so. I've 
thought about calling her on the nights she breaks our dates, but 1 
don't want to look like a jerk. She's also oeen going home on the 
weekends a whole lot. She lives in Celina near Grand Lake St. 
Mary's. I think she might be hooking up with her ex-boyfriend from 
higlvschool. What do you think ' should do? How do 1 go about find-
ing out if she's cheating on me? 
Sincerely, 
She Don't Love Me No More 
Dear She Don't Love Mc No More, 
You're right. Your girlfriend's behavior does sound suspicious. As 
usual my first advice to you would be to confront her directly. Just 
come out and ask her and see what she has to say. Of course, most 
people when confronted about cheating will inevitably lie about it. 
but at least you'll let her know that you're on to her by asking her 
about it. 
In order to discern the real truth, you need to find concrete evi-
dence that she's cheating. Try and find a way into her dorm room or 
apartment. Search her trash and underwear drawers for letters, used 
condoms, or male clothing (assuming that she's cheating with a guy 
and not a girl, of course). Any such items found in her bedroom or 
bathroom is a pretty clear indication that she's cheating. 
Another source for evidence of her guilt would be to witness it 
first hand. The next time she cancels a date and claims that she'll still 
be at home, drive by her home to see if she's there. You can always 
get a hold of a pair of binoculars and perhaps use them to peer 
through her window. Do this at night when there'll be lights on in the 
house. You should easily be able to discern whether or not she's 
alone. If you stay long enough, you might even catch the person your 
girlfriend is cheating on you with and confront him (or her) about it. 
Of course, if she's seeing someone seriously, chances arc this person 
will be staying the entire night. Be careful about being caught in the 
daytime. 
If you are unable to catch her doing something naughty here at 
her home at Wright State, then follow her home next time she goes to 
Celina. You could maybe borrow a car from one of your friends that 
she won't recognize. Maybe borrow a car from a friend who's a girl 
and ask that girl to go with you. This way. if you get caught spying 
on your girlfriend you can always pretend that you were cheating on 
her. This will save you the embarrassment of looking desperate. 
Again, be careful about being caught. But I'm sure that you'll be able 
to see her either coming or going with whomever she's cheating on 
you with at some point during the long weekend. Don't be afraid to 
sleep out in the car if you have to. And remember as my ole' Grand 
Pappy Souffle used to soy, "Some times you've got to turn up the 
heat to cook the chicken." 
-Mamma Souffle 
May 4-June 12 Fine Arts Student Exhibition, 
Sinclair 
May 13-30 South Pacific, 
Wright State Theatre 
May 16 - June 13 WSU Senior Art Exhibition 
WSU Art Galleries, 
Creative Arts Center 
www.wright.edu/artgalleries/ 
May 22 The Human Race Theatre 
Company sponsors 5K 
run/walk, register online 
at www.active.com 
May 29-30 Art In the Park, 
Riverbend Art Center, 
Admission $2 
Break of t>ay By Nate Fakes 
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(^Sports 
Rair —s heading west for NCAA regionals 
Wright ate golf team ready for long trip to Sunriver, Oregon 
Josh Burke 
Burfc&24@m&iter s 
The men's golf team is headed to 
Crosswater Club at Sunriver Resort in 
Sunriver, Oregon to play in the NCAA 
regional meet this Thursday through 
Saturday. 
The men finished the Horizon 
League tournament in dramatic fashion 
two weeks ago when they beat Butler 
in a one hole playoff. Now the Raiders 
will make the cross-country trip to play 
against the nation's best. This NCAA 
regional appearance is the third in five 
years for Fred Jefferson and his 
Raiders. 
"It's going to be fun," said junior 
Tate Prows of Oxford. "We can't be 
intimidated. We know that UCLA (also 
at the Oregon Regional) is the number 
one team in the nation, but we also 
know that we can play with them." 
Some of the notable teams that the 
Raiders will face include: number one 
in the nauon UCLA. Arizona, USC. 
Brigham Young, Cal, Toledo. Stanford 
and Washington among others. 
During their lengthy break. Coach 
Jefferson had the men lift weights with 
the strength coach, but kept things rela-
tively laid back heading into this week. 
"We can V he intimidated. 
He know that UCLA (also 
at the Oregon Regional) is 
the number one team in the 
nation, hut we also know 
that we can play with 
them." 
-Junior, Tate Prows 
Said Prows, "There hasn't been a whole 
lot of structure. We've really been 
doing stuff on our own...just going out 
and hitting balls around." 
Junior Marty Miller, another fix-
ture in the Raider top five, is also ready 
for the challenge ahead. "We're really 
elite schools, but we're definitely not 
going to back down. This past week 
we've just been resting a lot, practicing 
our short game," said Miller. 
Both of the golfers noted seeing 
some footage of Fred Couples and John 
Daly playing at the Crosswater Club. 
"We were looking up the course on the 
internet to prepare, and we saw a tape 
of a tournament that was played there." 
said Miller. 
Last years team also made it to the 
NCAA Regionals and the players that 
have returned from that team wil be ina 
position that they have already come 
into contact with once before. This 
experience will be very important to the 
Raiders as they face some of the best 
teams in the country. Every shot will be 
as important as the next and hopefully 
each Raider will be on top of his game. 
No matter what happens to the 
men. they can at least be happy that 
they get a trip across country to play 
amongst some of the best in the nation. 
The men left on Tuesday and won't be 
back until Sunday. 
Lady Raiders season ended at Horizon League Tourny 
Loyola ends softball teams season after a long run in tournament 
KarisLDay 
day.21@wright.edu 
The WSU softball team ended 
their spring campaign this past week-
end at the Horizon League Champi-
onships. The tournament was held on 
the campus of the regular season win-
ner, the University of Illinois-Chicago. 
Although their season did not go exact-
ly how they had expected, the Raiders 
went out fighting. 
UIC was crowned Horizon League 
Champions on Sunday. WSU finished 
one game away from meeting the 
Flames in the finals. After a close 3-2 
first round loss to UIC on Thursday, the 
Raiders quickly bounced back for three 
consecutive 1-0 wins in the loser's 
bracket on Saturday. These wins over 
Youngstown State University, Cleve-
land State University and Butler Uni-
versity landed them in the loser's 
bracket final against Loyola University 
early Sunday morning. The Ramblers 
managed to squeeze by the Cinderella 
Raiders with a score of 5-4. winning 
late in the sixth inning. 
Sophomore Lauren Boggs, fresh-
man Sheena Casto, seniors Amanda 
Rutherford, Amy Price and Becky 
Babin played with intensity all week-
end long. They knew the importance of 
the loser's bracket and how it can play 
to your advantage. Most every Raider 
with playing time had excellent games 
both offensively and defensively. 
Freshman Amanda Cody was 
stretched to her limit during the tourna-
ment. She pitched four out >>f the five 
games over the weekend. The Raiders 
had to rely heavily on her skills this 
year. Cody was instrumental in the 
Tournament run. 
All of the Raiders, including the 
coaches, had faith all season long. They 
knew that all of their effort had to be 
poured into the tournament. WSU 
struggled all season long They ended 
the season with a 16-43-1 record, but 
turned it on when it really mattered. 
Unfortunately, they ran into the wrong 
teams at the wrong times. 
UIC cluttered the season honors. 
The Pitcher-of-the-Ycar. Player-of-thc-
Year, Coaches-of-the-Year and New-
comer-of-the-Year all happened to be 
Flames. The Raiders were represented 
by two outstanding members of the 
team. Amanda Rutherford and Cody 
were named to the regular season Sec-
ond Team. Rutherford, the team's lead 
hitter, began her career on the All-New-
comer team just four years prior. Cody 
also made quite an impression on the 
other league coaches. They named her 
Softball players (from 1.-R) Becky Babin, Stephanie Solas and Amanda Cody signal htv outs dar-
ing a game this season. 
to the All-Newcomer Team. Raider fans 
will be expecting great things from her 
after such a stellar freshman year. She 
threw some amazing numbers, landing 
in the conference's top spot for strike-
outs per game. 
The Raiders were unable to match 
last year's come-from-behind tourna-
ment victory, but that was a different 
team. This year's team was young and 
often times experienced growing pains. 
They know that they have potential and 
will be intensely working out this sum-
mer to prepare for their fall season. 
The WSU Softball program hosts 
several annual camps for young girls 
during the summer months. For more 
information, interested parties should • 
contact the WSU Athletic Department 
at 775-2771 orwww.wsuraiders.com. 
Junior Brandon Judy notches his drive at a 
tournament held at Greene C 'C. 
confident. We're playing against some 
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Baseball has an up and down weekend 
Wright Statr battles Butler in final league series of the season 
Bwfe24@M&Ledu 
The men's baseball team finisht . 
last week's series of home g 'mes at 
.500, dropping three and winni..^ three. 
The Raiders opened up the week 
against IPFW on Tuesday evening at 
Nischwitz Stadium. 
In the bottom of the first the men 
got started on the right foot, scoring 
two runs off a Pat Masters double, and 
then a Ross Vagedcs single. The 
Raiders then went on a dry spell while 
IPFW exploded with 10 runs over the 
next five innings. 
The men didn't score until the 
eighth inning when Bryan Vickers was 
able to drive home Ross Oeder with a 
double. Vagedes then smacked a triple 
that scored Vickers, making things 10-
5. 
Nate Stevens got the start for the 
Raiders, but then gave way to five other 
pitchers, including Kyle Young who 
picked up the loss for the men, allow-
ing no runs in I 2/3 innings of work 
Offensively Vickers and Vagedes 
were the story of the game. Boih drove 
in two RBIs, scored one and went two-
for-four. 
Wednesday night Wright State 
defeated the Miami Redhawks 8-4 to 
pick up their 20th win of the season. 
Ross Oeder started the scoring in 
the second inning when he scored Matt 
Barhorst with a smack up the middle. 
Jake Chalupa then came on to blast a 
two-run double into the gap to make 
things 3-0. 
Miami battled back and pulled 
ahead 4-3 in the seventh inning. In the 
bottom of the inning, Vickers belted his 
league-leading 15th homer of the sea-
son, which scored three runs. Wright 
State scored two more in the eighth to 
make things 8-4. 
Kevin Kuntz started on the mound 
for the Raiders, but Joe Smith came on 
to pick up the win. Smith was in for 
three innings, allowing only one hit and 
one walk with six strikeouts. 
After resting up for a day the 
Raiders had to gear up for a four game 
weekend series against league foe But-
ler. 
Friday night was a bad start for the 
men as they dropped the first contest 8-
6. 
The Raiders led by as many as 
four early, but the Bulldogs fought back 
into contention, tying things at 6-all in 
the ninth. After a twenty hour rain 
delay the Bulldogs finished the Raiders 
off in the thirteenth inning on Saturday. 
Wright State sent seven pitchers to 
the mound with Chris Coleman getting 
the start. Coleman lasted seven innings, 
allowing five runs on eight hits with 
five strikeouts. Matt Crawford picked 
up the loss in the thirteenth. 
Freshman Dan Biedenham led the 
Raiders, going five-for-seven with two 
RBIs. Vickers picked up two hits 
including his homer in the sixth. 
After finishing Friday nights' 
game, the men had a break before their 
evening match-up against the Bulldogs. 
In that game the Raiders tied the series 
with Butler, winning 4-1. 
Kyle Kearcher pitched a complete 
game, allowing six hits and surrender-
ing only one run. 
The Raiders bats came alive in the 
sixth inning. Oeder was able to score 
off a Vickers single and tie the game. 
Freshman Dan B denham readies himselffor die pitch in a league game against Butler. 
Vickers, Vagedes and Masters were 
then all able to score as well after two 
Bulldog errors, making things 4-1. 
The final two games of the series 
were played on Sunday, with each team 
picking up a victory. The Raiders won 
the early game 4-3, but lost the finale to 
the Bulldogs 6-3. 
In the first game, the men were 
behind 0-1 until the third inning. The 
hits then started coming for Wright 
State as they scored all four of their 
runs in the last three innings. Needing 
every one of their runs, the men didn't 
seal the deal until the last inning. In the 
fifth Barhorst was able to score off a 
Dan Biedenham single. Biedenham 
then came home when Justin Wilson 
ripped a base hit into right field. In the 
sixth both Masters and Vagedes singled, 
which allowed Chris Jergens to end his 
dry spell with an RBI single. 
The final run came in the seventh 
and final inning when Brian Shoup 
smacked a line drive that scored Wilson 
from third, providing for the Raider 
victory. 
Kevin Kuntz got the start on the 
mound, allowing two runs in six 
innings. Nate Stevens came on late in 
the game to pick up his third win of the 
season. 
Butler was able to turn things 
around for the final of the Raiders six-
game home stint. The Bulldogs scored 
five runs in the fifth inning to break the 
game open 6-2. Before that point the 
Raiders were up 2-1, but they couldn't 
hold off the Butler attack. 
In the final Chris Snyder was the 
starting pitcher, lasting 4.1 innings and 
giving up six runs on seven hits. 
Crayton the newest member of the Raider family 
Recruit to help with an already young women's basketball squad 
KafcLD* 
With only one senior on the WSU 
women's basketball roster for the 2004-
2005 season. Head Coach Bridget 
Williams will be relying on her under-
classmen to fill a multitude of roles. 
The Raiders have a large recruiting 
class, which includes a new addition. 
Sierra Crayton from Cahokia (Illinois) 
High School near St. Louis. 
The 5' I I" power forward will join 
four other newcomers: Shannon Avery, 
Debin Bell, Danielle Duncan and Whit-
ney Lewis. All top out above 5'10", 
and three of them are also forwards or 
post players. WSU has been missing a 
real presence under the basket; now 
they have four interchangeable players 
to choose from. 
Crayton exemplifies a true student-
athlete. She maintains a 3.9 GPA, plays 
basketball, captains the tennis team and 
is a state track finalist. She was named 
her team's MVP three times, as well as 
all-conference and all-area. Oh yeah, 
she was a 2002 selection for the USA 
Junior Nationals All-State team. Assis-
tant Coach Kevin Williams said, "She's 
a jumper, very athletic and a fast sprint-
er." Basically, she's everything the 
Raiders need. 
During her senior season, Crayton 
averaged around 17 points and 16 
rebounds a game. This was pretty much 
true throughout her entire career at 
Cahokia High. She created the 1000 
points/1000 rebound club at her school, 
ending with 1155 points and 1144 
rebounds. 
Did I mention she was the home-
coming queen this past year? How 
many more accomplishments can the 
senior class president get? College bas-
ketball is probably just icing on the 
cake. She should do just fine in the 
transition. However, freshmen aren't 
usually aware of the intensity college 
athletics require until they step on cam-
pus. 
"She's a jumper, very ath-
letic and a fast sprinter." 
-Assistant Coach Kevin Williams 
The husband/wife team of 
Williams and Williams found Crayton 
through close friends in their home-
town, St. Louis, Mo. Connections are 
so important in the world of college 
athletics. "You have to be able to net-
work with high school and other col-
lege coaches. In order to get the good 
players, you have to know who they 
play under," Kevin Williams said of 
their recruiting strategies. 
The Raiders ended the 2003-2004 
campaign with a 9-20 record and a 
first-round postseason conference win. 
They proved that they are capable of 
defeating top teams and should contin-
ue to grow this season as a force in the 
Horizon League. 
The Lady Raiders will host two 
individual camp sessions this summer. 
The first day-camp will be held June 
14-18 and the second on August 2-6. 
They formed a summer basketball tour-
nament, The Raider Challenge, for 
team participation on July 31st. More 
information regarding these camps can 
be found on the WSU athletics page at 
www.wsuraiders.com. Dependents of 
WSU employees can attend camps at a 
discounted price. 
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Fall sports start the year off on the right foot 
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Leader or follower 
There's no 
comparison 
http://gradadmission.udayton.edu 
v jMaplc View 
Apartments 
T I R M 1 ) O F T H E D O R M S ? 
Minutes from Campus! 
All Styles of apartments available! 
Starting at only $250 per roommate 
for a 2 Bedroom Apt. 
Act now to receive great move in specials!! 
lil\'IX(; I I ll> . \l ) l \ . \ \ 7 ) ( .11 I 'M U. \ >/'/.( 7Al. > \ \ l\( 
937-878-3973 
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd. 
Wright State's # 1 Choice! 
Freshman Paul-Anthony Perez battles a I ID player for possesion during a game in the falL 
consin-Milwaukce by a score of 3-1, 
ending their season. Wisconsin-Mil-
Freshman Joel Hidalgo and Junior Cory 
Scheadler push forward at the Illinois invita-
tional 
waukee was the eventual winner of the 
Horizon league while Butler finished 
second. 
The men, coached by Mike Tracy, 
finished the season at 10-10 without 
last year's leading scorer, Ricky Strong, 
who was sidelined early in the season 
with a knee injury. In his absence, Paul-
Anthony Perez stepped his game up 
and led the team with 12 goals and 2 
assists. Four of Perez's goals were 
game-winners. Juan Vazquez was third 
in the H.L. with 6 assists to his credit. 
Goalkeeper Jason Balach was third in 
the league in goals against average with 
1.37 per game. The men, like the 
women, won their opening round game 
of the H.L. tournament but were beaten 
3-0 by Milwaukee in the second round, 
ending their season. Just as in the 
women's tournament, Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee was the team champion with 
Butler finishing second. 
Although none of the fall teams 
made it to the NCAA tournament, all of 
them provided fans with the quality 
athletics that we have come to expect 
from Wright State. 
m Part 1 of 3 : A 
season ii 'ew 
Josh Burke 
Buriie^4@wrî iLedu 
With the end of the school year 
fast approaching, it seems necessary to 
remember the accomplishments of the 
various fall sports teams and athletes. 
The volleyball team finished like 
many of the fall sports teams, fifth at 
the Horizon League Tournament. The 
women defeated Youngstown State in 
the opening round of the tournament 
but were then defeated by the Butler 
Bulldogs in the second round. Under 
the tutelage of Head Coach Joylynn 
Tracy, the women finished 16-15, a 
shade over .500. Within the league 
Allie Smerz was the league leader in 
Digs, with 4.70 per game. Tricia Nasc-
man was 2nd with 4.32 kills per game 
and Nicole Scheltema was 2nd in 
assists with 12.61 per game. Wisconsin 
Milwaukee finished as tournament 
champions while Loyola was the run-
ner-up 
The men's and women's cioss 
country teams finished their seasons 5th 
and 7th respectively at the Horizon 
League championships. Under the 
watchful eye of head coach Bob Schul, 
the men were led by junior Cory 
Scheadler, 5th year senior Kevin Pais-
ley and freshman standout Joel Hidal-
go. Scheadler finished 6th overall at 
league. The transfer from Malone Col-
lege ran the muddied 8 km course in 
25:40. Although no nmner made it out 
of the NCAA regional race, Scheadler 
was closest, finishing 77th in the 10k 
race. The women were led by a number 
of athletes throughou! the season. At 
the league meet, senior Lori Siconolfi 
finished the 5k first for the women in a 
time of 20:40. Junior Tracy Rosner led 
the women at NCAA regionals howev-
er, finishing the 6k course in 24:37. 
Like the men's cross country team, 
both the men's and women's soccer 
teams finished 5th in the Horizon 
League tournament. The women, 
coached by Scott Rodgers, finished 8-
10-1 and were led by freshman Jodie 
Shoaf, who finished the season with 
four goals and four assists. After win-
ning their first-round contest against 
Loyola, the women fell in the second 
round of the H.L. tournament to Wis-
The programs. The faculty. 
The networking. The opportunities. 
A vibrant learning community supporting business 
leaders, entrepreneur:, .nnovators and creators. 
Those who dare make their ideas realities. 
Fitzpatrick elected as the new SAAC president 
Sophomore unanimously selected to lead group during the 2004-05 school year 
Karis L Day 
dayJ21@wnghtedu 
The Stu lent Attn, visory 
Council at \V SI! is part 01 NCAA-
wide institutioi. hat was founded in 
1989. Many colleges and universities 
across the nation participate to give the 
student athlete a voice in his or her ath-
letic community. Like any other func-
tioning democracy, delegates are sent 
from each men's and women's team to 
the WSU SAAC meetings each month. 
Within the group, officials are selected. 
The council recently selected Ashley 
Fitzpatrick as their president. 
As a sophomore from Lewis Cen-
ter. Ohio. Fitzpatrick has a lot to look 
forward to over the next year as the 
reigning president. She will have to bal-
ance her class schedule, her sport and 
leading this very important group. Of 
course she will have some help along 
the way. Others elected are softball's 
Lauren Boggs (VP), soccer's Lindsey 
Ferrau (Secretary) and tennis's Kevin 
Teufel (Treasurer). 
The WSU SAAC also has :t facul-
ty advisor. Assistant Women's Basket -
ball Coach Kevin Williams serves as sagQftu, 
the link between the athletic department 
and the athletes. He believes that the 
council is a student-run organization r,|W 
and his input should be kept to a mini 4 1 
mum. "I basically oversee the group. I 
"She !v a go getter. She com-
municates well and has 
amazing leadership abili-
ties. A shley will he able to 
take charge." 
- Assistant Women's Basket ball 
] 
Hori/on l.uamii Standings i 
Conf •rence Overall 
Baseball 
UIC 13-7 33-IS 
I Cleveland State 10-9 14-28 
Butler 10-10 24-26 
Wright State 10-11 22-31 
UW-Milwaukee 9-10 22-27 
Detroit 9-11 17-34 
Youngstown State 7-10 18-28 
J Softball 
UIC 16-1 39-21 
Cleveland State 13-6 26-27 
Loyola 14-7 30-29 
Youngstown State 8-7 2<>-22 
Butler 10-10 18-39 
UW-Green Bay 5-11 8-29 
Detroit 6-14 18-32 
Wright State 3-IX 16-43 
Coach, Kevin Williams 
give them guidelines as to what they 
can and cannot do. 1 try to throw in 
ideas for activities, too." He also makes 
sure that each delegate attends the 
meetings which are held on the first 
Thursday of every month that school is 
in session. 
Fitzpatrick was unanimously 
selected by her peers because of her 
strengths and ability to learn. Williams 
said. "She's a uo getter. She communi-
S'<phonwrc Ashley litzjxirriik MWV recently 
elated .V l.-l ( president. 
cates well and has amazing leadership 
abilities. Ashley will be able to take 
.,targe." 
SAAC is fully supported by the 
NCAA at the Division I. II and 111 lev-
els. The NCAA promotes community 
service among the campus, conference 
and divisional councils. La-t year WSU 
took part in several canned food drives 
for the less fortunate. Fish for Fairbom. 
Tovs-for-Tots in Davton and made 
Valentine's Day very special for young-
sters in local hospitals by giving them 
stuffed animals. Ideas for other commu-
nity service projects are available on 
the SAAC website at NCAA.org. 
Also on this website, campuses 
can find updates on scholarships, 
internships and upcoming events. 
Speaking of. Fitzpatrick will most like-
ly attend the 2004 Leadership Confer-
ence held from May 30th through June 
4 This Conference provides the stu-
dent-athlete and advisors additional 
ideas, leadership advice and other fun-
filled activities. 
With 14 Varsity sports. WSU is a 
leader in the community. Young chil-
dren look up to the athletes regardless 
of if they realize it or not. By complet-
ing these activities, the good deed chain 
might get passed down to the next gen-
eration. A great attitude and a willing-
ness to help out arc what we need in 
this world. 
SAAC is an important part of the 
student-athletes' relationship with 
coaches and administrators. Athletes 
and faculty may contact their SAAC 
delegates or Kevin Williams at 775-
2062. 
www.lheGuardianOnline.com 
Fuel Your Future www.goang.com 
100% SCHOLARSHIP 
Air National Guard Our "Kicker" bonus can 
OHIO" earn you an extra $282 a month!! 
Self improvement is a way of life for Air National Guard members. 
Here are some ways the Air National Guard can help you meet your educational and professional needs. 
•A 100% Tuition Scholarship for members enrolled 
in a state college for a minimum of six credit hours. 
•The New Gl Bill, a federally funded educational entitlement program, 
can give you up to $276 a month for full-time college attendance. 
•The Gl Bill Kicker a federally funded educational entitlement program, can give you 
up to an extra $282 amonth for full-time college attendance for enlisting in certain 
skills. 
•If you join the Air National Guard in certain critical skills, you'll be eligible for a 
cash bonus of 5K and possibly qualify for the Student Repayment Program. 
You can receive college credit through the Commurity College of the Air Force, and youl earn good pay for your one weekend 
per month and 15 days per year commitment The rest of your time is yours to go to school. 
1-800-432-3856 
t h e g u a r d i a n o n I i n e 
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Buckeyes having a few too many discipline problems 
Trent Montgomery 
Trackl600@hc * rnm 
Like n 'hioans i bleed 
scarlct and g> sally in the fall, 
and I hate the >m up north. 
Recently thougi, become a bit 
troubled by some in. icnts that have 
occurred ,.-1 Columbus, involving the 
universities football players. 
In the world of college sports there 
will always be stories of corruption 
amongst programs and their players. 
Let us not forget that most of the ath-
letes who take the field each week arc 
between the ages of 1X and 24. Never-
theless many of them get themselves 
into some rather bad situations. In the 
last few weeks quite a few players for 
Ohio States football team have man-
aged to have run ins with the law. 
One of the first incidents occurred 
when senior fullback. Brandon Joe was 
cited for having an open container 
while walking on campus. Joe. who is 
of legal age to drink alcohol, was 
chargcd earlier in his career with Buck-
eyes for a DUI. Perhaps, Joe didn't 
think the DUI was that big of a deal. 
Another player who maybe should 
have thought twice before drinking is 
freshman A.J. Trapasso. This is a kid 
who graduated a quarter early from 
Sports 
commentary 
high school just so lie could enroll at 
Ohio State and begin classes, as well a> 
practices. It appears that A.J. must have 
wanted to give a good first impression 
to the coaches and maybe a good jump 
on the party scene too. Of course he 
pleaded not guilty to his charge of 
underage drinking, so who knows 
maybe that smell of alcohol on his 
breath wasn't his fault? 
On top of this one of the lead 
prospects for next years starting quar-
terback position. Troy Smith, had to 
plead guilty for a charge of disorderly 
conduct. This charge was a result of an 
altercation that occurred back in 
November. 
What really got the attention of 
many OSU fans though was the arrest 
of Louis Irizarry and Ira Guilford for 
robbery. Apparently the two players 
jumped another student at night and 
robbed him. What the players didn't 
count on was the victim's friend getting 
their license plate number as they drove 
off. 
My question is why two scholar-
ship players would be robbing a fellow 
student? First of all. how much money 
is a college student going to have on 
him and second of all your school is 
being paid for? These young men have 
a chance to make it to the next level 
and make money playing a sport, but 
instead thev waste it away on a chance 
for a couple bucks! It just doesn't add 
up. 
Coach Jim Trcssel has worked 
hard to get the program back to w here 
it needs to be and has done it with a lot 
of class. The problem is he can't be 
with his players all the time. So who 
should be held accountable the program 
or the players? 
I think there can be blame on both 
sides, but the majority of the blame has 
to lie on the shoulders of those who do 
the crime. It is one thing for a coach to 
be running a corrupt program and 
allowing players to do as they please 
and giving them handouts. It is a totally 
different situation when the players are 
in a structured setting and are held to a 
high standard, but then in their little bit 
of free time they choose to make bad 
decisions. In that case, judge the pro-
gram by how it handles the situation 
and from where I am standing OSU is 
doing the right thing, these players will 
act what thev have earned. 
1 eposi 
2632 Colonel Glenn Hwy, 
next to Kinkos. 
431-8881 
Will be open 7 days a week. 
Watch for opening. 
CLAMS, WINGS, 
SHRIMP AND 
OYSTER ROASTS 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
APPLY WITHIN 
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS 
453 Ifflamteburg-Centerville Rd. 
Dayton, OH 45459 
6851 MiHer Lane 
Dayton, OH 45414 
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Help Wanted 
Make Money taking On' 
Eam S10-S125 for Survtr 
$2aJ for Focus Groups. 
Visit www.cash4students. 
irveys. 
St 
Gymnastics coache wanted. 
getic relaiable person"; needed at Jay-
ton Academy Gymnast. 5 to teach all 
ages all levels. No experience? Will 
train. Contact Roberta 236-2100 
GERBER S TROPICAL FISH- Part 
time employment opportunity/ Early 
Mornings. Do you like tropical fish? 
Need some extra cash? Come work for 
us! We are a local wholesale distributor 
of tropical and marine fish and we cur-
rently have partime opportunities 
available for early mornings, averag-
ing 15 hours per week. Starting pay is 
$8.00 per hour. Duties will be to pull 
and package shipments of tropical fish, 
as well as occasional maintenance of 
our tanks. Knowledge of fish is help-
ful, but not necessary. Apply in person, 
2279 N Moraine Drive, Dayton 
937-297-0515 
$12.75 base-appt. guaranteed starting 
pay. Fun work environment with other 
students. 10-40 hours/week around 
classes/other job Co-ops/ Scholar-
ships awarded, conditions exist. Cus-
tomer service/sales, no telemarketing, 
no door-to-door sales. No experience 
necessary, we train. Must have positive 
attitude and good people skills. 
www.workforstudents.com 
Call Mondav-Friday, 9-5, 
937-436-3580 
NEW LOCAL PHONE SERVICE. 
Experience desired but not i squired. 
Furnished leads provided. Rep.-, aver-
age $600-900/ paid weekly. 
Career/management opportunities. 
Flexible hours, lots of fun, outdoor 
work, transportation required. Best 
college job you'll ever find! Call 1-800-
777-890? to schedule and interview 
between 10am and 1pm. 
Do You Want To Earn More Money? 
Earn up to 2,000 to 5,000/mo. without 
leaving your job. Call now and listen to 
what these people have done! (3 min. 
message) 1-888-282-8331 
For Sale 
FREE! The Guardian 
Every Wednesday 
THE BEST summer job in the 
COUNTRY is working on the BEACH 
with Telescope Pictures/Beachtown 
Studio in Ocean City, MD or 
Wildwood, NJ. Earn up to $10,000.00 
for the season! Yes- Housing is 
Available. No experience necessary!!! 
Can even be used as an internship! 
(Sounds too good to be true- find out 
for yourself) For more information visit 
our website and APPLY ON-LINE 
www.thesummerjob.com or call 
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E. 
Part Time Customer Service Repre-
sentative. Perfect part-time position 
available in a growing, Dayton based 
check cashing company. A customer 
service representative is needed at our 
Greenville, Ohio location. We offer 
competitive wages and flexible sched-
ules, paid holidays after introductory 
period. Weekends required, money 
handling skills and computer knowl-
edge a plus. If interested, fax your 
resume to (937) 547-9924 or apply in 
person at 624 Wagner Ave., Greenville, 
OH 45331. 
.'BARTENDING! $250/day potential. 
No experience necessary. Training pro-
vided. Call 1-800-965-6520 Ext. 187. 
Earn $25(10. Become an egg donor. 
Healthy females 21-30, call Bethany at 
(513) 831-9207 
Announcement 
ATTENTION WSU STUDENTS! 
Place Your Ad in The Guardian. Rates 
start at $4.00. Call 775-5539 or 775-5537 
$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling 
Bonus 4 hours of your group's time 
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1000 - $2000 in 
earnings for your group. Call TODAY 
for a $450 bonus when you schedule 
your non-sales fundraiser with Cam-
pus Fundraiser. Contact Campus-
Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
Services 
For Rent 
DAYTON Great Apt's. Perfect For Stu-
dents & Professionals Near UD & 
MVH. 1 or 2 bdrm, C/air, private park-
ing, some with decks. Call Now . . 
222-9645 or 223-9790 
For Rent- 2 Bedrooms, 1 1 /2 Baths, liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchen 
equipped with refrigerator, range, and 
dishwasher. $600.00/month plus $600 
deposit. Call 427-8837 
Fully Furnished townhouse. $400 per 
month, per student. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 
living room, dining room, washer, 
dryer, full kitchen. Utilities included. 
Irving commons near University of 
Dayton. Bess Slade 836-1361. 
Spacious 2 bdr/ 2 bth, A/C electric 
heat. W/D, full kitchen. 10 min. from 
WSU. Clubhouse: free tanning, pools, 
fitness center, $689/ mo. Call Emily at 
(937) 4i >-5630. 
Good Sam area. Large 2 bedroom, 
storage, basement, covered garage, 
new management. $475/ mo, heat & 
water paid. (937) "54-7835. Free M.iy 
rent! 
10 min. from WSU & WPAFB. Free 
heat & water. Laundry available. A/C, 
$475/mo. Available July 1st. Other 
units available. 609-6622. 
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"Workout" - Na ture of t h e Job , 
G r o w t h 
Get fit. Get p a i d 
For part-t ime Package Hand lers a t 
FedEx G r o u n d , it 's like a p a i d workout . 
The work 's d e m a n d i n g , but the rewards 
are b i g . C o m e io in our team, get a 
week l y poychecK, tuit ion assistance 
a n d break a sweat w i th the nat ion 's 
p a c k a g e de l ivery leader 
The Guardian 
Your newspaper. 
/ Your voice. 
Abortions thru 24 weeks. Free preg-
nancy test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 293-3917. 
www.womansmedcenter.com 
To Place Your Classified Ad for 
Winter Quarter in The Guardian, 
Call 775-5537. Classified ads start at 
just S4 for students. 
Every 
nesday 
PART-TIME P A C K A G E H A N D L E R S 
[Qualifications: 
i 8 yeors or older < 
Musi be oble to lift 50 lbs. 
, , , | . • S6.50-9.00/hf. to start 
Ability to loot), unlood, scheduled raises 
and sort packoges 
5-day week 
Apply in person at: 
FedEx Ground 
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd. 
Huber Heights. OH 45424 
Fedex.com/us/eareers 
X 
V i. . " 4 
Th«! Guardian. 
Every Wednesday. 
T 0 
Your design or mine! 
BODY PIERCING 
AND JEWELRY 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
LICENSED 
767-7144 
US GLEN ST. YELLOW SPRINGS 
AriMHair 
2344 Grange Hall Rd. 
Beavercreek 
431-8751 
Show Student ID 
to Receive a 
10% discount. 
Only $9.90 for a haircut. 
mm 
ww5»atheguardianonlinea©©tM] 
3 " I care deeply about our students and 1 have an open-door policy. F.v. rything we do here is to 
| give our students a solid foundation to be successful and ethical leaders for the 21 si century. 
j "We provide students with the skills businesses tell me they need: an understanding of business 
•1 theory and real business issues, effective communication and critical-thinking skills, comfort in 
•j learning new technology, and the ability to work in a team. 
i 
"We constantly work with the business community to create a collaborative learning 
environment where students, faculty, and business leaders learn from each other. If you're 
1 thinking about a career in business, consider Wright State University " 
Rcrkwood M. Farmer 
Dean, Raj Soin College of Business 
Mission 
To prepare successful and ethical leaders capable of 
making valued contributions within the global mar-
ketplace; to advance knowledge through research; 
and to provide professional, entrepreneurial, and 
economic development assistance to individuals, 
businesses, organizations, and government in the 
greater Miami Valley and the state of Ohio. 
Values 
• Commitment to innovation 
• Continuous improvement in all we do 
• Communication skills, analytical skills, 
information technology, and ethical decision 
making as intrinsic parts of the learning process 
• Teamwork and especr for each other 
• Lifelong learning for faculty, staff, students, 
and alumni 
• Global perspective 
• Commitment to the liberal arts for a 
sound education 
• A quality learning environment 
• Commitment to divesitv 
